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Unlike in the West, where heritage 
status is coveted, some Shivaji Park 
residents are fiercely opposed to it.

Shivaji Park is once again the eye of 
a political storm. This time the battle 
is somewhat one-sided since most 
political parties are on one side, and 
the Mumbai Heritage Conservation 
Committee (MHCC) is on the other side.

One side is very vocal, the other side is 
almost mute. One side has the strength 
of large numbers, with three rival 
political parties standing united. The 
other side has only silent supporters.

The central issue being disputed is 
the classification of Shivaji Park as a 
Grade-1 heritage precinct. The word 
heritage is defined in the Maharashtra 
Regional Town Planning Act of 1966, 
as any structure or building which 
has aesthetic, architectural, historic 
or cultural value. The classification of 
heritage structures is the responsibility 
of MHCC. The MHCC was set up 
under the MRTP Act, and was notified 
in 1995. The process of classifying 
structures and precincts as Grade 1, 
2 or 3 heritage status is well defined 
in the rules governing the MHCC, 
and is quite elaborate. The process 
involves first making an inventory, then 
applying set of criteria, then making 
a draft list public, followed by public 
consultation and feedback. Eventually 
the heritage list is notified by the  
Municipal Commissioner.

Elsewhere in the world the status of 
getting a "heritage" tag is much coveted. 
In New York City more than 5000 
structures are classified as heritage 
structures. In London there are more 
than 5 lakh such structures. In Mumbai 
there are less than 1500, although the 
city is at least as old as New York. The 
rationale for classifying some structures 
is to help preserve them. Preservation 
is necessary because the heritage 
structures reveal the multiple layers of 
the city's history. These structures are not 
merely museum pieces, but living and 
vibrant entities. In a more commercial 
sense, heritage structures provide huge 
business through tourism. They support 
an ecosystem of a "heritage industry". 
Most visitors to London visit apartment 
221B at Baker Street to see the house of 
Sherlock Holmes, who is only a fictional 
character. Most towns of Europe, 
which were once hubs of industrial 
activity have become heritage tourism 
attractions. This is true of Sheffield, 
Leiden or Leipzig or indeed many towns 
across Europe. The industries have all 
vanished, or migrated to China and 
other parts of Asia. The towns become 
hub of services like tourism, education, 
design and innovation or finance. In 
Mumbai too, industrial activity has 
declined. The biggest recent change has 
been the complete elimination of textile 
mills. In its place are malls and high rise 
commercial and residential buildings. 
But intermixed in this new landscape 
could be a generous sprinkling of 
heritage structures which are reminders 
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of the century old textile mills, or say 
the residence of David Sassoon the 
Baghdadi Jew textile trader.

The members of MHCC are not ultimate 
arbiters, since they take inputs from 
experts as well as the public. But the 
city must classify its heritage structures. 
Instead of being seen as a desirable 
thing, the "heritage" tag is wrongly 
seen as a curse in Mumbai.

Those opposing the heritage tag for 
Shivaji Park, especially the elderly, 
are worried that they won't be able to 
install lifts in their buildings, or do major 
repairs. This is a wrong impression since 
the laws governing MHCC derived from 
MRTPA clears allow a host of actions 

on even heritage tag buildings. The 
demography around Shivaji Park has a 
greater concentration of the elderly, but 
a much stronger resistance to heritage 
status is from builders' association, who 
are worried that no high-rise construction 
will be allowed. No demolition, no 
redevelopment and no encashment of 
FSI. This too is misguided, since there is 
a special category called "heritage FSI" 
which has higher value.

Unfortunately the debate has moved 
beyond facts and technicalities, and 
has already acquired political colours. 
It will thus get resolved only in the 
people's court. This drama too is a 
heritage of Mumbai!
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Campa Cola residents and civic
body argue over penalty paid
DESPERATE Residents say ̀ 6.56 lakh paid to regularise illegalities; BMC docu shows it was for first five floors
Kunal Purohit
■ kunal.purohit@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: With just five days 
to go before the civic body 
starts vacating flats in Worli’s 
Campa Cola complex and initi-
ates demolition, residents and
the Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) are set to
clash over a contentious 1986
document that details irregu-
larities in the buildings for 
which a penalty of  Rs6.56 lakh
was paid that year, to regularise
the constructions.

In a desperate appeal to the
chief  minister and attorney
general, residents have alleged 
that they paid the fees 27 years
ago to regularise all the illegali-
ties that the Supreme Court has
asked to be demolished.

However, the BMC states that 
the penalty was paid to regu-
larise illegalities that it had
found in the first five floors of
the building. Hindustan Times 
has got a copy of  this 1986 docu-
ment that shows that the pen-
alty paid was for the first five
floors only.

The complex has seven build-
ings, all of  which had sanction
for five floors, but the builders
built high-rises as tall as 17 and
20 storeys. The apex court order
refers to 91,000 sq ft of  illegal 
construction, that is, floors
built beyond the five storeys
that the BMC had permitted.
This document, however, states

that of  the total 1.67 lakh sq ft
of  construction, it detected,
87,000 sq ft in the first five
floors alone – the builders had
not constructed as per the
approved plan and had made
modifications.

Following the BMC’s dis-
covery of  these irregularities
in 1986, the builders had paid

Rs6.56 lakh to regularise them.
Residents, however, argued

that there were no irregu-
larities in the first five floors. 
Umesh Sinha, chief  promoter
of  Esha Ekta apartments, one
of  the seven buildings, said the
BMC had made some mistake in
its calculation. “The BMC also
needs to look at the fact that 

it had agreed that there were
violations in the entire complex
[includes all floors] that could
have been regularised easily 
and had agreed to regularise
them,” Sinha said.

Additional municipal com-
missioner Mohan Adtani said:
“There were several floor
space index (FSI) violations

even on the lower floors and
these were regularised after
payment of  penalty.” Another
senior civic official added: “The
fact remains that despite the
BMC issuing stopwork notic-
es, the builders didn’t stop
construction, but built more.
Regularising such illegalities
is out of  question.”

State police to 
handle security of
metro, monorail

Heritage committee raises concerns
C O L A B A - B A N D R A - S E E PZ  L I N E

Saurabh Katkurwar
■ saurabh.katkurwar@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: Not paying heed to the
Centre’s recommendations on
seeking help from a central secu-
rity agency, the state police plan to
guard city’s two big ticket projects
— Metro One and monorail.

The decision was taken by 
the chief  secretary at a meet-
ing, which was attended by
officials from the state police
and Mumbai Metropolitan
Region Development Authority
(MMRDA), a few days ago.

UPS Madan, commissioner, 
MMRDA, said, “We want the
state police personnel to man the
metro and monorail and plan to
approach the Maharashtra State
Security Corporation (MSSC).
The security by the state police is
equivalent to that of  any central
security agency.” 

A few months ago, the union
home ministry had directed the
MMRDA to get security person-
nel from central agencies such as
the Central Industrial Security
Force (CISF) for Mumbai’s 
Versova-Andheri-Ghatkopar
metro corridor.

On August 23, Hindustan Times
had reported that the MMRDA 
and the developer, Reliance infra-
led Mumbai Metro One Pvt Ltd
(MMOPL), were at loggerheads
over who will bear the cost of
security. The Mumbai police had
also insisted that the MMOPL
should engage paramilitary forces, 
similar to the one in case of  Delhi
metro, instead of  a private agency.

The MMRDA has now decid-
ed to bear the cost of  security
measures, which are not part of
the agreement with developers.
Consequently, the authority will
purchase explosive scanners to be
installed at the gates of  metro and
monorail stations.

“We do not want security
issues to obstruct the commence-
ment of  projects. The issues will
be sorted in due course of  time,”
said Madan.

MMOPL spokesperson said,
“We are ready to provide security
arrangements for the project in
line with the concession agree-
ment.”

Poorvi Kulkarni
■ poorvi.kulkarni@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: Even as the Mumbai
Metropolitan Region Area
Development Authority (MMRDA)
gears up to begin construction of
its underground metro corridor
project on the Colaba-Bandra-
SEEPZ line, concerns are being
raised over its impact on the herit-
age structures in the way.

The metro line will pass
underneath and in the vicinity
of  key heritage sites in areas
such as Churchgate, Dadabhai 
Naoroji (DN) Road, Chhatrapati
Shivaji Terminus (CST), Fort
precinct, Gamdevi precinct,
among others

As part of  the project, major
excavation work is likely to be car-
ried out on DN Road and near CST
and the Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation headquarters.

T h e  M u m b a i  H e r i t a g e
Conservation Committee (MHCC),
at a meeting held around three
weeks ago, called for a detailed

proposal from the MMRDA out-
lining the methodology to be
adopted for route construction,
locations of  the station outlets
and their architectural designs. 
“The initial discussions were over 

the proposal. Considering that it is
a major project, we plan to hold a 
special meeting in the coming days
to discuss the detailed proposal.
We have asked for many details
including that of  the construction

of  structures above the ground,”
said V Ranganathan, MHCC chair-
man.

Members of  the committee
expressed apprehension over the
damage that the underground
route and the consequent vibra-
tions could cause to the foundation
of  the structures. “While details
on the construction of  entry and
exit outlets to the stations have
been sought, it is also important
to ensure that the footing of  herit-
age structures is retained,” said a
member of  the committee. 

MMRDA officials, however, said
that there was no cause for con-
cern as the construction activity
would be undertaken 20m below
the ground level. “This means
that any work would be carried
out only 12-15m below the footing
of  the buildings. Also, the tender
conditions for the contractor to be
appointed would be stipulated in
a manner that safer construction
methodologies are adopted,” said
R Ramana, additional chief  (trans-
portation planning), MMRDA.

BHAYANDER RAPE 
AND MURDER:
ACCUSED FATHER
MISLEADING COPS
HT Correspondent
■ htmetro@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: The man, the prime
accused in the rape and murder
of  his 17-year-old daughter, has
been trying to mislead the police
during interrogation, said offi-
cials from the Kashimira police
station.

Officials said they are trying
to trace the girl’s boyfriend, as
the father has claimed that he
committed the crime because the
girl spoiled his family name by
fleeing with her boyfriend from
Uttar Pradesh. “We are verifying
his claims and are trying to trace
the boyfriend. The father says
he lives at Uttan in Bhayander, 
but we are yet to find him,” said
an official from the Kashimira
police.

The man allegedly took the girl 
and his 42-year-old friend to a forest
near Dajkul Pada in Kashimira
on October 31. The duo allegedly 
raped the girl, strangled her with
her dupatta and dumped her body 
in a drain. The body was found
on Monday morning. After the
police were informed, her father
was brought in for questioning,
where he confessed to the crime. 
His friend was subsequently 
arrested.

“The father initially claimed
that he committed the crime
as the girl was four months
pregnant. But her post-mor-
tem report, which arrived on
Wednesday, revealed that she
was not pregnant. We are try-
ing to ascertain the real motive
behind the crime. Her autopsy 
report confirmed rape,” said
Vilas Mate, sub-inspector, 
Kashimira police station.

Officials said that a forensic
team will reach Mira Road on
Thursday morning. The police
plan to recreate the crime scene
to ascertain the sequence of
events. 

Snehal Rebello
■ snehal.rebello@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: To protect mangroves and
the livelihood of  fishermen, the
mangrove cell has started training
fishermen staying near mangrove
forests to become crab farmers.

“Mud crabs need good man-
grove growth for their shelter
and nourishment. Without a thick 
cover, crabs cannot survive,” said
N Vasudevan, chief  conservator
of  forests, mangrove cell. “Since
mangroves are an integral part of
crab breeding, fishermen protect
mangroves from being destroyed
or hacked.”

Started in August, two batches
of  fishermen from Sindhudurg
went to the Rajiv Gandhi Centre 
for Aquaculture, Chennai, where 
they learned to scientifically 
harvest crabs. In Sindhudurg,
30 villages will be covered under
the joint forest management pro-
gramme.

Next month, a group of  20 fish-
ermen from Navi Mumbai will
attend the five-day training session
to farm crabs at Chennai. “The
model is to make fishing sustain-
able and conserve forests as well.
The fishermen in Navi Mumbai
are enterprising and are inter-
ested to set up a crab hatchery,”
said Vasudevan. “Mangroves are 
a gold mine for them, so they will

manage them well.”
At Chennai, the hands-on train-

ing will include aspects such as
how to handle crabs, provide
oxygen, harvest them and how to
release the young ones from time-
to-time into the mangroves so as
to increase their productivity in
the ponds.

About 800 villagers across nine
villages in Navi Mumbai harvest
mud crabs unscientifically in natu-
ral ponds adjoining mangroves.
Each crab weighs 1kg to 1.5kg
and its price in the local markets
is anywhere between Rs1,000 to
Rs1,200 for a kg.

“Currently, when we harvest
crabs, we leave the young ones in
the pond and sell the full-grown
across markets in Dadar, Thane
and Navi Mumbai. The training
will benefit us and also protect the
mangroves,” said Vasudev Veta,
a fisherman from Navi Mumbai.

Crab farming to save
mangroves, fishermen

■ Shiv Sena president Uddhav Thackeray inaugurates a painting exhibition titled ‘Bharat’s Tiger’ by 
Mumbai-based artist Bharat Singh at Bajaj Art Gallery in Nariman Point, on Wednesday. The series is
a tribute to late Bal Thackeray on the occasion of his first death anniversary. VIJAYANAND GUPTA/HT

IN HIS FATHER’S SHADOW

THE SEARCH
Officials said they are trying
to trace the girl’s boyfriend,
as the father has claimed
that he committed 
the crime because the girl
spoiled his family
name by fleeing with
her boyfriend from
Uttar Pradesh

“We are verifying his claims
and are trying to trace the
boyfriend. The father says he
lives at Uttan in Bhayander, 
but we are yet to find him,” 
said an official from the
Kashimira police

Officials said that a forensic
team will reach Mira Road on
Thursday morning

The police plan to recreate 
the crime scene to 
 ascertain the sequence of
events. 

MUMBAI: The Dindoshi police
are yet to catch the three minors, 
who are allegedly involved in the
murder of  a 16-year-old girl at
Goregaon (East) on Friday. Their
three accomplices were arrested
on Tuesday.

The survivor, a Class 8 dropout,
knew the six accused for the past
two years, as all of  them lived in
the same locality in Santosh Nagar 
in Goregaon (East). On Friday, two
of  the accused called her to Mhada
bridge to celebrate Diwali, after
which four of  them raped her. 

Two of  the three minors, who 
are yet to be arrested, have several
cases of  property offences regis-
tered against them. The officials
are questioning their friends
and families to get leads on their
whereabouts. 

The police said the survi-
vor’s medical report arrived on
Wednesday, which confirmed
that she was raped. Members
of  the National Commission for 
Women  also met the survivor 
and visited the crime spot on
Wednesday. HTC

HT Correspondent
■ htmetro@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: The Chembur police
investigating the murder of  a
fashion designer are in the proc-
ess of  collecting evidence to
make a watertight case against
the accused.

The accused, Prabhakar Shetty, 
manager of  Chembur Gymkhana
and the deceased Kanta Shetty, a 
widow, were in a relationship. 
The accused allegedly killed her
on October 29 because she pressed
for marriage and told her family 
about their relationship.

A team of  forensic experts col-
lected samples from the bathroom
on Tuesday. “The team inspected 
the spot to look for samples, a 
report of  which will be submit-
ted. We have enough evidence,”
said Lakshmi Gautam, deputy 
commissioner of  police, zone 6.

Police said that the forensic 
evidence, the testimony of  the 
auto rickshaw driver who drove 
the accused to Charai lake and
three boys aged around 15 years
who allegedly saw the accused

disposing of  her body parts in 
the lake would help in building a 
strong case. 

Investigation has revealed that 
the accused disposed of  the wom-
an’s arms, legs, torso and head at
different locations and used three
different auto rickshaws for the
same.  “The identification parade
will be important to make a strong
case. While we have traced one of
the drivers, we are looking for the
other two rickshaw drivers who 
are witnesses,” said the officer.

Prabhakar has been remanded
in police custody till November
13.

›THE IDENTIFICATION
PARADE WILL BE

IMPORTANT IN BUILDING
A WATERTIGHT CASE. WE 
HAVE TRACED ONE OF THE
DRIVERS AND ARE LOOKING
FOR THE OTHER TWO.
LAKSHMI GAUTAM, DCP, zone 6

Dindoshi rape: 
Three minors yet 
to be caught

Civic panel rejects appointment of more structural auditors
HT Correspondent
■ htmetro@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: The civic administration
had appointed 16 additional struc-
tural auditors to survey nearly a
thousand dangerous municipal
buildings in the city after its
employee quarters in Mazgaon
collapsed in September, but the cor-
porators shot down the proposal on
Wednesday, calling it an eyewash.

The civic body’s standing com-
mittee demanded details of  the
selected auditors’ expertise, even
as the corporators alleged that 
the Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) had issued
notices to several private buildings
asking them to get structural audits
done by these consultants.

At present, the BMC has only 
12 structural auditors to survey
the condition of  old buildings. A 
decision was taken to increase this
number after the Mazgaon collapse.

The corporators said there are 

no details about the selected con-
sultants’ experience. “The proposal
has been brought for approval in a 
hurry with incomplete informa-
tion. There is no clarity on what
basis the administration has select-

ed these consultants,” said Manoj
Kotak, a BJP corporator.

“The administration has also
failed to mention how many build-
ings they would be auditing with
the help of  these contractors,” said

committee member Rais Shaikh.
Admitting that it was wrong

to have issued a list of  preferred 
consultants to private buildings, 
additional municipal commis-
sioner Mohan Adtani said, “The

assistant engineer from the build-
ing and factories department made
a mistake by issuing such a list to
private buildings. Residents can get 
the audit done from any licenced
consultant.” So far, the adminis-
tration has issued licenses to 1,562
structural auditors in the city to
check on dilapidated structures.

Sheetal Mhatre, one of  the corpo-
rators in the committee, also point-
ed out that the residents of  many 
private buildings in the city have
found the BMC auditors’ reports
unreliable. “There are several
cases wherein the auditors said the
building is dilapidated, but when
tested by structural engineers from
renowned institutes, the structure 
only required major repairs,” said
Mhatre.

■ The civic body’s standing com-
mittee demanded details of the
selected auditors’
expertise, even as the
corporators alleged that the
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) had issued
notices to several private build-
ings asking them to get struc-
tural audits done by these con-
sultants.

■ The civic body has only 12 struc-
tural auditors to survey the con-
dition of old buildings

■ A decision was taken to 
increase this number after the
Mazgaon collapse.

■ The corporators said there are 
no details about the selected
consultants’ experience.

‘Forensic evidence will 
make case watertight’

C H E M B U R  M U R D E R

THE BUILDINGS IN 
THE COMPOUND
Midtown Cooperative Housing
Society: Ground floor plus 20
floors

Orchid Cooperative Housing
Society: Ground floor plus 17
floors

Patel Apartments Cooperative 
Housing Society (Building A):
Ground floor plus six floors

Patel Apartments Cooperative 
Housing Society (Building B):
Ground floor plus six floors

Esha-Ekta Cooperative Housing
Society: Ground floor plus seven 
floors (along with a part of the
eighth floor)

BY Apartments Cooperative 
Housing Society: Ground floor plus
six floors (along with a part of
seventh floor)

Shubh Apartments Cooperative 
Housing Society: Ground floor plus
seven floors (along with a part of
the eighth floor)

■ Residents of Campa Cola compound on the third day of their hunger strike on Wednesday. KALPAK PATHAK/HT

The civic body divided this into two categories
Category A- 5% of land cost as
penalty: This was for the areas
for which a commencement
certificate was issued and fur-
ther work was carried out
despite a stop-work notice

87,000
Sq ft

79,000
Sq ft

Construction in
the category

Construction
in the category

Category B- 15% of land
cost as penalty: This was
for the areas which were 
built without any approv-
al, but the work can be
later approved

1.67 lakh sq.ft. Total irregularities found

WHAT THE 1987 DOCUMENT SAYS: THE LATER DEVELOPMENTS
The builders went ahead with their work

Finally, here is how the numbers stands

The BMC has decided to demolish 91,000 square feet
area, which includes 35 floors (across 7 buildings) on
account of FSI violations and for unauthorised con-
struction above the permitted fifth floor.

THE DEMOLITION PLAN

1.08
lakh sq ft

91,000
sq ft

Final area in
Category A

Final area in
Category B

THE ROUTE
Total distance
33.5km
Number of
underground
metro stations
26

SEEPZ

BANDRA

ANDHERI

DADAR

COLABA

Estimated cost 
of the project

`23,136 cr

THE METRO LINE-III PROJECT
The construction of the Colaba-Bandra-
SEEPZ underground metro corridor is expect-
ed to begin by the end of 2013 and it is likely
to be operational by 2021

MHCC’s demands
Give details on the construction work and
how the footing of the heritage structures
would be retained
Exact details of the entry and exit points
of the underground stations on the route
Construction designs of the station outlets
and the superstructure of the line which is
to be constructed
above the ground

MUMBAI RANKS SEVENTH IN FATAL ACCIDENTS
Top five cities in number of
accidents in 2012

Mumbai

Chennai

Delhi

Bengaluru

Indore

24,592

9,663

6,937

5,508

5,433

Among 50 cities, Mumbai ranks seventh in the number of fatal
accidents. It ranks eighth and third in the number of persons killed
and injured respectively, according to the report by the ministry of
road transport and highways. With 13.5% of the total number of
accidents, Maharashtra ranks second in the number of accidents.

STATISTICS FOR MUMBAI FOR 2012

Year
2012

Total
accidents

Fatal accidents

24,592

471

488 4543No of people killed No of people injured

Total no of vehicles in metros till
the end of March 2011
Delhi  72.3 lakh
Bengaluru  37.9 lakh
Chennai 34.6 lakh
Hyderabad  30.3 lakh
Pune 20.9 lakh
Mumbai  18.7 lakh

Total number of accidents
in 50 cities with ‘million plus’
population

No. of accidents              1,10,439
Fatal accidents 16,190
People killed       16,955
People injured   80,967
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